It is a familiar fact that certain systems of functions, although themselves not independent, exhibit properties of independent random variables. For example it is well known that if {w*} is a lacunary sequence of positive integers, that is m+i/nk >q>l, then the sequence (1) {pk cos (nk + ak))
where the ak are arbitrary and the pk satisfy certain order of magnitude conditions, obeys both the Central Limit Theorem and the Law of the Iterated Logarithm^). The system (1) is obtained by taking a sparse subsequence of the trigonometric system, and it is natural to ask whether in every uniformly bounded orthonormal system it is possible to select a subsystem imitating independent random variables. In this direction, Morganthaler [6] has obtained the following analogue of the Central Limit Theorem.
Theorem
A. Let {d>n(x)} be a uniformly bounded orthonormal system of real-valued functions on the interval [0, l] . Then there exists a subsequence {<p"t(x)} and a real-valued function f(x), fQ1p(x)dx = 1, 0^/(x) ^B where B is the uniform bound of {(pn(x)}, such that for any arbitrary sequence {a*} of real numbers satisfying 
Ms = o(Ar?(iog log An) 1/2) where Mn = max | ak\ we have SN(x) (4) lim sup-5-= f(x) (2A% log log As)1'* where N Ssix) = Z akcb"kix).
We note that conditions (3) are the same as the conditions on the deviations and maxima of the independent random variables in the theorem of Kolmogoroff [7] on the Law of the Iterated Logarithm, and that the conclusion there is the same as (4) except that for independent random variables f(x) is equal to 1. In Theorem 1 the function/(x) can be taken to be the same as in Theorem A.
We begin by extracting a subsequence {cj>"h(x) ] of {</>n(x)} for which there is a function f(x) such that 2 2 <t>nt--»/ (*) weakly that is to say,/(x) has the property that for every integrable function g(x), I g(x)cbnk(x)dx -» I gix)f\x)dx.
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It is well known that the only condition needed on the sequence {cp"] in order to find such a weakly convergent subsequence is that it be uniformly bounded. From now on we will denote the subsequence {</>",.} so chosen bv Now the method of selection of the subsequence of Theorem 1 will involve, for values of x for which /(x)>0, the use of cp"kix)/fix) and sums, products and integrals of such expressions. If/(x) is not bounded away from zero then <t>nk(x)/f(x) may not be integrable. Therefore we first prove our theorem for a fixed arbitrary set F on which f(x) is bounded from zero and for the set E on which/(x) is zero. Then by using a diagonalizing procedure we can obtain a subsequence which satisfies (4) for almost every x. That is, we will prove the following theorem which implies Theorem 1.
Theorem 1'. // {<bn(x)} is a sequence of functions satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1 for which the <pl(x) converge weakly to a function p(x), and if F is an arbitrary fixed set on which f(x) is bounded away from zero, and E is the set on which f(x) is equal to zero then there exists a subsequence {(bnic(x)} such that for any sequence {ak} satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1 we have Sn(x) (5) lim sup-5-■ = f(x) (2A% log log AN)l" almost everywhere in EUF.
There are two main properties of our uniformly bounded orthonormal system which we will use repeatedly in the proof which follows. The first is the fact that the </>"(x) converge weakly to/2(x). The second is the fact that for any integrable g(x), (6) f g(x)4>n(x)dx->0.
•I 0 n»oo This is the well-known Riemann-Lebesgue theorem and it holds for any uniformly bounded orthonormal system.
We will divide the proof of Theorem 1' into two parts. Part I. This part of the paper will be devoted to choosing a subsequence for which
We first prove three lemmas. In order to simplify notation we write \pn = cp"/f(x). First we fix two series of positive numbers, Zi" e* and Z" ft'i satisfying Z" e* + Z" &«<t = 1/2. Then we choose cpHk inductively to satisfy We first investigate Q. We note that it is the sum of those terms in the expansion of 8 which are integrals of products containing at least one yp"k raised to the power 1. Such a term is of the form
where \f/"k is the function with the highest index which is raised to the power 1, fii -1 if 0i = 2, p< = 0 if 0i = 1 or ft = 0. Since Xa,-< 1/2, the absolute value of such a term is less than
We fix nk and (ray,, • • ■ , n,,), and consider the sum over all (Pi, • • • , Pk-i) of terms of type (16). We call this sum G(ra*, ray,, • • • , Wy,). It is clear from (14) and (15) Collecting (18) and (19) we have
The inequality e"(1~u) ^ 1+M^e", valid for positive m implies 
From (13), (20), and (21) it follows that
Applying the first of conditions (9) to this inequality we obtain the conclusion of our lemma.
Lemma 2. Let £ be the set on which /(x) =0 and let 1 \Mn ^ -> C\Mn < n-2
Then there exists a subsequence {cf>nk} for which /2 2 exp (\Ss(x))dx ^ 2 exp (r;X An).
E
We choose {cp"k] inductively to satisfy
where tk, t{ and /3< are the same as in Lemma 1. We can choose {cp"k] to satisfy (22) by the Riemann-Lebesgue and to satisfy (23) because of the fact that on £ the weak limit of cpl is zero.
Following the proof of Lemma 1 we see that
Now we will show that
Let us consider all terms in the expansion of the left side of (24) whose nonconstant factor of highest index is </>",.. Since the conditions of the lemma imply \ak<l/2, (22) implies that the sum of all such terms is less than e*. Similarly (23) implies that the sum of all terms in the expansion of (24) whose nonconstant factor of highest index is cp\k is less than e*. Thus fn(i+^a-^U^i + i:*+i;^2.
Hence j eXSNdx g, 2 exp (C\M\aI) £ 2 exp (n\AN).
J E Lemma 3. We can choose a subsequence {<p"k} of {</>"} such that if {a,} is any sequence for which -2'^a,^2" and if it follows that for 5 larger than, say, So inequalities (31) and (32) hold for all permissible i, N, e, and/. Hence we pick cp"k such that nk>so.
We will now show that if {cpnk} is chosen to satisfy Lemmas 1,2, and 3 it will satisfy (7), the inequality we are trying to prove. We have four lemmas.
Lemma 4. Let 6 be a fixed number greater than 1 and let Nj be a sequence of integers satisfying (33) ej g BNj < ei+1
(forj large enough, Nj clearly exists). Let t' be any number greater than zero and let (34) ry = {x E F: SNi(x) > f(x)(l + t?)(2ANi log log A*,)1'*}. (2)1I2Anj^} \ = \ ep\ -I dp \ .
To estimate \dp\ we write j (o-P(x)/f(x))2dx = j (J^Y «*<*>*) //(*)) dx. |<fpl g-|ep|.
Collecting the last few inequalities we see that we now must estimate [ Ay|. If j is large enough then (log log ^4jvj-_1)1/2> e/2 which gives (1 + «)(2i4»,_, log log ^y_,)1/2 -i2)U2An,-., Hence we need only show that £ Uy| <oo.
If j is so large that K(e/2)(log log ^^J_1)1'2 then «(2^»i_1 log log ^._//2 -21/2^jV,_I 2= (e/2)(2AKi.1 log log AnjS'2
Arguing as in Lemma 6 we see that if 9 is close enough to 1, then (e/2)(2Alj_1 log log ANjS" ^ («/4)(2ii», log log AN,)X'\ (2,4 log log ,4*) >" ~yW a.e. in EVJF, which is what we wished to prove. However we should note that we have proved (41) only for sequences {ak} satisfying -2*^0*^2*. This is not really a restriction, however since it is clear that for any {ak} satisfying conditions (3) of the theorem, there exists a constant c for which -2k£cak^2k for all j. Part II. This part of the paper will be devoted to showing that we can choose {<pnk} for which Sn(x) (42) lim sup ---^ /(*).
(2^ log log An)1 '2 It should be noted that in Part I, for the set £ on which/(x) =0, we demonstrated (41) with lim in place of lim sup. Therefore it suffices to show that (42) holds on every set F on which /(x) is bounded away from zero. We first choose {cpnk} by induction and then show that it satisfies (42). We suppose that #"" where a has the meaning of Lemma 1. Clearly gN and gN tend pointwise to zero. But it is easy to see that if a uniformly equicontinuous sequence of functions on a totally bounded metric space tends pointwise to zero it tends to zero uniformly.
We now choose (pnk. We are going to choose it in such a way that we will be able to use Lemma 1 of Part I for certain sets G and certain blocks of terms of our series. We assume now that $",-has been chosen for all j<k. We note that the above two inequalities are identical with (14) and (15) of Lemma 1, which were the only conditions needed on the subsequence for the lemma to hold. Also the hypotheses of our lemma imply the hypotheses of Lemma 1. Therefore
For the remainder of this lemma we will denote 5(x)//(x) by S(x). We take the following values of v, 8, e', and a:
(1 -e')2(l + 45) = 1, (1 -e')(l -I) -1 -•, r, = 52/8, a = (1 -e')(2A~2 log log A)1'2.
We consider /P /% 00 /% 00 ef^Mdx = -I e*vd°W(y) = a I e°ny(y)<iy Since a^2(l-5) = (l-e')(l-8)(2^12 log log Ay2= (l-e)(2A2 log log A)1'2, equation (54) implies the conclusion of the lemma. We will prove the remaining part of the theorem in the following modified form.
Lemma 10. If e>0, 5>0, arc given (small) quantities, and W0 is a given integer then there exists a finite sequence of integers No<Nx< ■ ■ ■ <Nk such that SnAx)
usygfc (2ANj log log An/)1'2 for xina set of measure greater than \ F \ -o where F is the set on which f(x) > 0.
The general idea of the proof of the above lemma is as follows. We fix A7^, e, 5 and begin by cutting up our series Yx a$v(x) into successive disjoint blocks of terms in a manner which we will now explain. Let As, = (Z«y/2 where the sum is taken over all the coefficients in the jth block. Let C be a large number to be chosen later. We define the first block of terms to be the first terms of the series taken until The jth block of terms, and hence the number Nj, is thus defined inductively.
We denote the sum of the jth block by Fy(x).
Clearly if C is very large then in some sense the/th block of terms is the major portion of the partial sum Sns(x), and we would expect it to determine the behavior of Snj(x).
To prove the lemma it is sufficient to show that for C large enough the following three points hold:
There exists a k for which 
